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Introducttion
Yemen ratified
r
the International
I
l Covenant on
o Economic, Social annd Cultural Rights
R
(ICES
SCR)
on 9 May 1987. This
T
submisssion to the UPR process addresses the righhts and Yem
men’s
corresponnding obligaations to resppect, protectt and fulfill rights
r
enshriined in ICES
SCR’s Articlle 11,
which prrovides that States Partiies recognizee “the right of everyonee to an adeqquate standaard of
living…,, including adequate
a
foood…and houusing, and too the continnuous improvement of living
l
conditionns.”
ICESCR obliges Yem
men also to respect, prottect and fulffill “the funddamental righht of everyoone to
be free frrom hunger”” and to takee measures individually
i
and throughh internationnal cooperatiion in
order “too improve methods
m
of prroduction, conservation
c
and distribuution of food by makingg full
use of teechnical and
d scientific knowledge,, by dissem
minating knowledge of the
t principles of
nutrition and by deveeloping or reeforming aggrarian system
ms in such a way as to achieve the most
efficient developmen
nt and utilizaation of natural resourcess.”
Yemen iss one of the poorest couuntries in thee Middle Eaast/North Afr
frica region (MENA).
(
Yeemen
is rankedd 154th on the Humann Developmeent Index (H
HDI),1 whicch places it among meedium
human deevelopment countries. Since reunificcation in 19990, Yemen’ss relative possition on thee HDI
index haas remained steady, witth very slow
w progress toward attaaining the MDG
M
goals.. The
country has
h one of the highest population growth ratees globally (2.9%), witth the popullation
expectedd to double to
o around 40 million in 2035.
Poverty was
w increasiing across Yemen,
Y
evenn before thee 2011 uprissing. Howevver, the estim
mated
42% povverty rate (20
009) is estim
mated to havve risen to 54.5%
5
at thee end of 20111. This has been
accompaanied by an in
ncrease in thhe number of female-heaaded households.
The Righhts to Food and
a Water
Especiallly considerin
ng Yemen’ss function as
a a food-im
mporting couuntry, the Sttate is obliged to
take speccial care “to ensure an equitable disttribution of world food supplies in relation
r
to need.”
n
In the sam
me light, oth
her State Parrties to ICES
SCR are obliiged to ensurre that Yemeen is able to meet
these oblligations thrrough their own treaty obligations to respect, protect andd fulfill the same
rights to adequate liv
velihood, houusing and foood extraterriitorially.
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Experts say Yemen should become self-sufficient in the production of wheat. However, Yemen
has imported 3.2 million MT of cereals (mostly wheat in addition to rice and maize) annually
since 2007, 2 with 95% of consumed cereals and 85% of food generally were imported in 2008.3
Commercial wheat imports reached a record high in 2012 at 2.9 million MT; which is 6.5% more
than 2011.4
The total severely food-insecure households declined from 31%, in 2011, to 27%, in 2012, for
the 11 governorates covered by the WFP’s Food Security Monitoring System. This slight
improvement in food security is attributed to a combination of continued humanitarian
assistance, as decrease in food prices in 2012 from 2011, and households’ increased use of credit
to purchase food. In December 2012, about 45% of Yemeni households purchased food on
credit, which represents an increase from 33% at the end of 2011. 5
The food-security outlook for the first half of 2013 is slightly worse than in 2012, since the
factors of food insecurity are expected to persist, aggravated by the impact of poor prospects for
local agricultural production. Agricultural output is estimated to be some 8% lower than 2012,
and 10% below the last five year average.6
Water and sanitation are chronic problems. On average, each Yemeni has access to only 140m³
of water per year for all uses; whereas the Middle East average is about 1,000m³ a person
annually. The political instability of the country since 2011 has interrupted efforts to address
water poverty. Nonetheless, demand for water is expected to exceed supply by the early 2020s,
and Yemen’s poverty and geography make impractical the prospects of building desalinization
plants.
Among the factor impeding food security and sovereignty in Yemen are the shortage of water
and the concentration of some 1/3 of Yemen’s agricultural production in growing qāt, a mildly
narcotic shrub. This is a serious problem in Yemen, where water poverty is endemic and
population growth is high. Yet almost 45% of all water in Yemen is used to cultivate a plant that
feeds no one.7
The Right to Livelihood, Housing and Land Grabbing
The human rights dimensions of land are particularly linked with the human rights to adequate
livelihood, including housing8 and food9 under ICESCR. These related human rights aspects of
land are in addition to the human right “to own property property alone as well as in association
with others” and the guarantee that “No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.10
The most significant State-level violations of rights to livelihood for small-producing Yemeni
farmers, and the human right to secure and sovereign food access for the country as a whole, is
the series of domestic land grabs across Yemen.
Already in 2008, Yemen’s parliament investigated illicit acquisitions of public and private lands,
especially in the provinces of Hudaida and Aden, by high-ranking government and military
officials in the regime of former Yemeni President Ali Abdallah Sālih. The fact-finding
committee’s 500-page report (2008) revealed how 15 military and political figures used their
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coercive power to appropriate much of the lands in five governorates: Aden, Dhala, Ta`iz,
Abyan, and Lahj. That report urged then-President Sālih to decide between patronizing his
known entourage of 15 loyal land-grabbing accomplices, or instead seek legitimacy with
Yemen’s 22 million citizens.
A second parliamentary committee, formed in April 2010, addressed 400 encroachments on land
in Hudaida Province, favoring 148 long-standing political, economic, religious and tribal leaders.
There, armed gangs reportedly deployed to consolidate the theft of 63% of Hudaida’s
agricultural lands taken from local producers.11
The director of the Lands Authority in the western city of Hudaida was decommissioned days
after the publication of formal charges of 46 counts of looting and reselling of land in the
Hudaida Province.12 Another figure implicated in grabbing hundreds of feddans of agricultural
land in south Yemen is Maj. Gen. Mohammed Ali Mohsen al-Ahmar, where he also established
a mineral water factory on an area of the usurped agricultural lands. At least 63 prominent
military and political figures of the former regime have been identified among those responsible
for dispossessing lands of southern Yemen since 1994.13
In 2012, after Sālih’s fall, parts of the 2008 report’s details were leaked. The excerpts confirmed
the theft of 1,357 houses and 63 government properties in Aden alone. The problem gained such
severity in the southern region as to spark a resurgence of the movement to secede from north
Yemen.
Land and the Rule of Law
The Yemeni Constitution provides in Article 6 that “The Republic of Yemen confirms its
adherence to the UN Charter, the International Declaration of Human Rights, the Charter of the
Arab League, and generally recognized norms of international law.” Neither the Constitution nor
national legislation provide for the human right to housing or land. Article 7 provides for “The
protection of, and respect for private property as inviolable, except in the case of public need or
interest with fair compensation provided according to the law.” The Constitution’s Article (8)
recognizes “all types of natural resources and energy sources in or above the ground, or in the
territorial waters, or continental extensions as the exclusive economic zone and property of the
State, which is to ensure their exploitation of the public interest.”
The legal framework regulating the land management in Yemen resides in four main legislative
acts: Law 21/1995 related to State land and real property, Law 21/1992 on private property, Law
20/1995 regulating urban planning, and Law 14/2002 Civil Code.14 These laws provide
loopholes that enable the State and influential people to appropriate the landed property. They
lack sufficient protections to guarantee the property rights for vulnerable and marginalized
persons. As a consequence, the State and public officials have been able to violate land and
housing rights by confiscations, forced evictions and demolishing homes.
In the period 2008–12, the government announced a program to distribute land and housing to
target the youth and low-income sector. However, the result of the regulations were not
sufficiently specific to ensure that the subsidized housing and land reached the targeted
beneficiaries, thus resulting in corruption and injustice in distribution. Officials intermediated by
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functioning as a “wasta” (connection) and themselves acquired housing and lands. In May
2013, the head of the ad-hoc committee in addressing the land issues in the south, declared
that 60,000 plots has been distributed twice by official documents in the area in Dar Sa’ad in
Aden to al-`Anad in Lahj provinces.15
Continuing Land Disputes
A weak and inadequate land tenure administration in the State remains a constant factor in
conflict that has grave human rights consequences for Yemenis. The most commonly cited
initial cause of tribal conflict is dispute over land, with about 58% of recent disputes initially
arising over the use of land. Land disputes are also the most frequently cited cause of the
conflicts that started in the last five years, but about another 39% of new conflicts are
reported to have stemmed from some form of disputes over land and related resources.16
Habitat International Coalition’s Housing and Land Rights Network (HIC-HLRN) has
monitored and recorded housing and land rights violations in its on-line Violations Database
(VDB). The following cases illustrate the continuum of housing and land rights violation that
has persisted since the uprising and political transformation:
• New reports indicate that Yemeni armed groups have appeared as new actors involved in
land grabbing, specifically in the south since May 2012 in pursuit of more land and
resources17;
• In February 2013, the Prime Minister Muhammad Sālih Bāsindwa dismissed out the
director of land administration body in al-Hudaida Province on the basis of his
involvement in land grabbing and corruption18;
• Also in February 2013, some military officers, including the commander of the Republican
Guard Brigadier General Ahmad `Ali `Abdullah Sālih and 11 other officers, conducted
land grabs and destroyed homes of citizens in A’shash and Qurmān villages, killing two19;
• In April 2013, two sheikhs of al-Hūthy tribes, killed themselves in clash armed on ground
of land dispute belongs to number of displaced persons from Sa’āda who resisted joining
al-Hūthy group20;
• In one day in May 2013, 13 persons are died in clashes over land use in six areas (Zamar,
Ta’iz, Sana’a, `Ibb and al-Baydha’).21
Land and Transitional Justice
The southern Yemen land confiscations alone reportedly amount to an area equal to all of the
State of Bahrain. The Yemeni Parliament’s 2010 report warned that unlawful land acquisition
would spawn new unrest in Yemen and threaten social peace for years to come.22
Two aspects of land management are in need of deep reform in order to remedy and avoid
further human rights violations in Yemen. Principally, the lack of a public policy framework
with land management strategies have left the three branches of government (legislative,
executive and judiciary) ill equipped to mediate disputes, regulate land use equitably, and
guarantee the justice in land distribution. Rather, government defers to the tribal structure,
instead of upholding the rule of law and citizenship.
In addition, the legal and legislative framework remains insufficient to ensure secure land
tenure within the norms of the human rights to property, adequate housing and equitable
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access to land with respect, protection and fulfillment of the human rights food and
livelihood.
Yemen’s transitional justice law enshrines the principle of reparation in Article 7.c, providing
for "compensation and reparation for victims of human rights violations that have occurred
because of conflict and political conflict as of January 2011 until the issuance of this law, or
those that have occurred since 1994, including the restitution of property seized from their
respective owners, regardless of whether the perpetrator is an official of the government or
member of any armed formations exercising control over the regions, and to compensate the
heirs of those who have perished as a result of such violations, including the requirements of
education of the children of the victims."
This new law forms a theoretical basis to begin the processes required for reparation of
victims and national reconciliation. HIC-HLRN offers following further recommendations for
consideration in the Universal Period Review of Yemen:
•
•

•
•
•

Implementation / enforcement of and comprehensive land-registry system.
Landownership and land-usage issues are commonly cited as reasons for conflicts and
causes of human rights violations.
Adjudication of past and ongoing conflicts. Although much can be done to reduce the
potential for future conflicts, impunity remains a dominant feature of the transition period
since 2011. The government, local communities and tribal leadership must systemically
investigate and adjudicate this backlog of conflicts with a view to transitional justice
options, including prosecution of violators, one-off compensation payments, amnesties,
reparations, rehabilitation schemes, and convening courts and special chambers where
appropriate.
International cooperation on the basis of extraterritorial obligations of States to address
the need for development and humanitarian interventions that support citizenship
participation and local determination;
A program of safeguards and priority assistance to small-producing farmers, including
restitution and rehabilitation of lands with the greatest possible measure of local selfdetermination, while addressing the deteriorating trends in food security and nutrition.
As it is likely that both southern and northern governorates will face a deteriorating food
security due to the sustained conflicts/insecurity, monitoring of government and
international assistance partners should redouble efforts to periodically assess and adjust
to the humanitarian needs.
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